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----------------------------------------------------------------------J:---------

CONTROL NUMBER, 8610 NICKNAME, NONE o
5 ~ IV ( 

DATE OF SESSION: 12 Sep 86 TARGET COUNTRY: UNKNOWN D ~ q ~ 
REFERENCE: SPR-003...;;f36, DTD 29 Jun86,SAB SESSION NUMBER: 04 

DATE OF REPORT: 15 Sep 86 

TECHNIQUE UTILIZED: ERV 

MISSION STATUS: CLOSED 

SOURCE IDENTIFIER: 101 

1. ( ) TASKING: The Inter~ewer was told that previously reported 
data was adequate to confirm that Source had in fact acquired the proper site. 
It was important howevei_to note that future sessions should not concern themselves 
with the on-going actifvities of the site but rather the activities of the site 

\ 

(specifically at the site) one year into the future. In other words, the 
actual intelligence question is whether the activity is continuing one year from now 
and not what the actual activity is. During this sessruon Souce was told, "This is a 
target we have worked be~re. I will be asking you to acquire the site and to move 
to a specific building on the site: I will want 
you to take a tour of the building, learning the overall purpose of the facility as 
well as identifying areas of special interest. Following your tour I will ask you to 
tell me'-\about the building and provide you other tasking. " Source was not told that 
the purpose or intentions of this session would be a time travel into the 
future. S~uce was provided the previously encrypted coordinates of the site. No 
further cues or descriptive data was provided to Source. 

2. ( ) SESSION: There were no personal or environmental inclemencies 
known to the Interviewer which may have influenced the results of this session. 
The session was conducted utilizing only standard Extended Remote Viewing (ERV) 
protocols. 

3. ( ) SUMMARY: 

a. ( ) (NOTE: The following narrative,(within quotation marks} is 
an abridged copy of Source's post-session written summary. This summary has been 
editorialized (as indicated), by the undersigned for clarity, grammar and structure. 
The actual unabridged summary is maintained in~the mission field dossier at this 
location along with any other material produced during thissessio~ e.g., sketches, 
notes, etc.). "(The) site is a fenced in compound with a mi~ture of old and new 
buildings-. (The) area (around the site) has a woods forested) feeling. Building 
~s a large multi~storied building. is fairly new. (The word) SG1A 
"substantial" (is key to the description of (The activity in SG1A 

is to improve on what is already known as opposed to discovering new 
unknowns. Parts of lllllllllllllllhave a sterile, scrubbed feeling and a smell 
of antiseptic. (The~ smell of "Blue" (an unknowl/abstract reference 
with some importance to the site). (In one) area (there is aplace) where liquid 
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chemicals are mixed (and/ or) combined. (In another( area is a large device (mounted) 
on something resembles( a machine-gun swivel. This device is a muted, shiny 
grey color on the outside with a (cylindrical) (component). (The cylindrical object) 
is also muted grey on the outside but (has) a rough black finish on (the inside-
the word Teflon describes the texture). This (cylindrical( device is "very, very" (sic) 
resistant to hear. Perhaps in the same area (where the concept of) ground 
(precision) glass in various shapes and sizes (is important). (This) glass is 
thick and is concerned (related to the use ( of light. (The concepts) of light 
(being) refracted· while other) light passes through (is important), (In another 
area of is a tiered (structure containing various machines). (There 
are) a large num er of men working with these machines but their pu~pose (the 
machines) is only an auxillary function (to the actual purpose) of the site. 
There are four other machines here that are light tan in color and look like key punch 
machines. (in another area of is a large room with what appears to SG1A 
be a gallery across the top similar to an operating (thi;atre). On the floor of 
this room is an oblong object that looks like a long table made of man-made 
materials. This room is also only an auxillary site to the (main} purpose of the 
building. One year from now there is (a) much more military feeling (about the site). 
Whereas, earlier most of the military (at had been specialists, SG1A 
now the military (are part) of an entrenced military (stype) bureacracy. The 
purposes of the building (have been channelized) to become more specific (in 
its roles). (The concepts) of brainst:i,>ming, "barnstorming (sic)" were encouraged 
(earlier). People had (the) freedom to follow (projects) to conclusion. Now 
the (concept of) "management by objectives" is ( the operant philosophy). 
Individualism, "freewheeling" and imagination are ( no longer) acceptable. 
Youthful exhuberance and curiosity are gone, replaced by a somber, "jobJ to do 
by deadline" attitude. Many of the (projects) from a year ago have been dropped 
now in the future. A year in the future, when I queried a man in a brown uniform 
containing many medals, if the work (from a year ago) had been successful he 
replied "successful enough." (The work) done then provided the basis for the 
work now going on a (year in the future). (The work) has been pared down and 
altered (due to the elimination of free and unrelated research) and is now more 
channelized and regimented. 

b. ( ) During the actual sessmon, Source reported other data 
which may impact on the final assessment of this target. That data is listed below 
in raw unevaluated form: 

(1) ( ) In the "tiered room" there are banks of electronic 
devices, one device has an idented area similar to a screen but not a screen. In 
this area of the machine some substance, "not a solid, perhaps a vapor (gas)" can 
be seen to change colors. The predominant color impression is deep blue. 

(2) ( ) Other words used to reference the "long oblong table" 
included; narrow, shiny, hard manmade substance (possibly silicone) and the color 
black, near the table, appearing to be neatly stacked in the corner were numerous 
items resembling ''directors chairs." 
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A (3) ( ) The move to one year in the future revealed that -

- is not as active as the previous year. Several "programs" have been eliminated 
completely while others have been pared drastically~ These actions seem to be 
in conjunction with a new"directed" concept of work. Unimportant, unproven and 
unrelated work has been halted and all efforts, now apparently under the control of 
the military, are being focussed on narrow areas of continiuing effort. These efforts 
are the result of the earlier fr and more tlyanmic research efforts. 
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